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Abstract: Due to the atmospheric scattering phenomenon in fog weather, the current monitoring video image defogging method cannot estimate the fog density of the image. 
This paper proposes a real-time defogging algorithm for single images of IoTs surveillance video based on maximum a posteriori (MAP). Under the condition of single image 
sequence, the posterior probability of the high-resolution single image is set to the maximum, which improves the MAP design super-resolution image reconstruction. This 
paper introduces fuzzy classification to calculate atmospheric light intensity, and obtains a single image of IoTs surveillance video by the atmospheric dissipation function. 
The improved algorithm has the largest signal-to-noise ratio after defogging, and the maximum value is as high as 40.99 dB. The average time for defogging of 7 experimental 
surveillance video images is only 2.22 s, and the real-time performance is better. It can be concluded that the proposed algorithm has excellent defogging performance and 
strong applicability. 
 





At present, TV monitoring systems and intelligent 
transportation systems are deeply in the form of Internet of 
Things monitoring. Such systems also have certain 
drawbacks while they are realizing the intelligence of 
people's lives. For example, when IoTs monitoring system 
is operating in weather such as haze, rain, sand and dust 
storms, the image clarity of the outdoor vision system will 
be affected, which has a direct impact on the monitoring 
performance of IoTs monitoring system. The anti-
interference performance is poor [1], which seriously 
affects the quality of service for production and life [3, 4]. 
Therefore, how to achieve high precision and 
omnibearing defogging of IoTs surveillance video images 
is one of the hot issues in the current IoTs surveillance 
application field. Literature [5] proposed a single-image 
defogging technique based on dark channels. Atmospheric 
light is introduced to reconstruct fog-free images and 
transmission images. Atmospheric light is the brightness of 
the scene without fog. In this paper, the transmission map 
based on the adaptive droplet density is selected to 
reconstruct the best color contrast of the image, and the 
Laplace filter and the pilot filter are used to refine the 
transmission map. This method enhances the color contrast 
of the foggy video image, but it ignores the optimization of 
the image resolution, and the defogging effect is not ideal. 
Literature [6] proposed an image-defogging algorithm 
based on an image degradation model. In order to enhance 
the image transmission, the global irradiance of the opaque 
area of the video image has evaluated and monitored to 
obtain more accurate scene depth information. The 
implementation process of this method has simple steps, 
but the single and multiple types of images are confusing, 
which results in the lack of demisting pertinence and 
affects the demisting effect. Literature [7] proposed an 
image-defogging algorithm based on different color 
wavelength compensation. In order to calculate the red, 
green and blue (RGB) three-channel transmittance, the 
monitoring image is processed, and the light attenuation 
coefficients of different wavelengths are obtained from the 
dark channel map of the values in the image. In this paper, 
the modified parameters are introduced into the 
atmospheric scattering model. Literature [8] proposed a 
single input image-defogging algorithm based on 
variational method. In order to obtain the corresponding 
Euler-Lagrange equation, it is calculated using the negative 
gradient descent method. The window adaptive method is 
selected to eliminate the blocking effect, and a good initial 
value is obtained. This method has obvious defogging 
effect, but the image detail information is seriously lost 
after defogging. 
In order to solve the problems of the above traditional 
methods, a MAP-based real-time defogging algorithm for 
single images of IoTs surveillance video is proposed. This 
paper adopts MAP to improve the Super-resolution image 
reconstruction to obtain the foggy concentration point 
estimation, and iteratively obtains the optimal solution, 
which effectively improves the information retention rate 
of the image and shortens the time for defogging. 
According to the atmospheric dissipation function, a single 
image of the IoTs surveillance video after demisting is 
obtained. The experimental results verify that the proposed 
algorithm can effectively achieve reasonable demisting of 
single images of IoTs surveillance video. 
 
2 MATERIAL METHODS 
2.1 Improvement of Super Resolution Image 
Reconstruction Algorithm Based on MAP 
 
The single image of the surveillance video of IoTs will 
become vague or indistinct in severe weather conditions, 
and the resolution of the image is extremely low. In order 
to achieve high-precision defogging of single images of 
IoTs surveillance video, the posterior probability of high-
resolution single image is set to the maximum under the 
condition of single image sequence to obtain high-
resolution single image of IoTs surveillance video; this 
process of super resolution reconstruction is estimated for 
maximum posterior [9, 14]. Then: 
 
{ }maxMAPY arg Qs Y X =  

                     (1) 
 
Among them, argmax means to obtain the parameter 
with the maximum score. In Eq. (1), the parameter that 
makes the posterior probability of the high-resolution 
single image of the IoTs surveillance video appear as the 
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maximum parameter is described. MAPY

 describes the 
result of super-resolution image reconstruction after 
maximum posterior estimation. { }Qs Y X  represents the 
maximum likelihood function. 
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               (2) 
 
Directly this paper removes the denominator that does 
not interfere with MAPY

 in the formula. Then: 
 
{ } { }maxMAPY arg Qs X Y Qs Y =  

               (3) 
 
The logarithm on the right side of the extraction Eq. 
(3) can be obtained: 
 
{ } { }max log logMAPY arg Qs X Y Qs Y = + 

        (4) 
 
In the formula, the logarithm { }Qs X Y   of the 
overall probability function of the high-resolution image of 
IoTs surveillance video, and the logarithm of the prior 
probability { }Qs Y  of the high-resolution image Y of IoTs 
surveillance video are sequentially set to { }logQs X Y  
and { }logQs Y  . IoTs surveillance video under severe 
weather conditions, the existing low-resolution image is set 
to X. The a priori probability of the high-resolution image 
Y of the surveillance video of IoTs is described as { }Qs X . 
If there is Gaussian noise with a mean value of 0 and 
a variance of 2hβ  in a single image of IoTs surveillance 
video, the overall probability function that can be estimated 
for low-resolution image vector xh is as follows. 
 


















         (5) 
 
Among them, the simulated low-resolution IoTs 
surveillance video image is set to hx
  . Q represents the 
probability coefficient. xh represents the low resolution 
surveillance video image vector. εh represents the image 
local smoothness. 
If there is no overlap among individual images of IoTs 
monitoring video, then the estimation function of the fog 
concentration point of all low-resolution image sequences 
is as follows. 
 
( ) 21expQs Y DY
ϕ
  
= −  
  
                     (6) 
 
In the formula, φ represents the control vector of 
foggy concentration, which can control the peak value of 
the probability density distribution within a reasonable 
range. D describes the linear high-pass filter operator, 
which can realize the operator selection: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )




1, 1 1, 
1, 1 , 1 8 , , 1
1, 1 1, 1, 1
g x y g x y
g y x g y x
y x
g y x g y x g y x g y x
g y x g y x g y x
∂ ∂
+ = − − + − +
∂ ∂
+ − + + − − + + +
+ + − + + + + +
 (7) 
 
Among them, ∂  describes the existence of quantifiers’ 
means that there are one or several. g represents the 
constant term coefficient. y and x both represent the vector 
factors of high and low resolution. Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) are 









x xMY arg DY
ϕε π ε
 −






Among them, the example in the brackets on both sides 
of the equal sign represents the constant term. Then the 
negative sign of the remaining two items is changed to a 
positive sign, and the same noise variance is set for each 
single image, then the above polar problem of 
maximization becomes the problem of minimization [10]. 








= − + 
  
∑          (9) 
 
Among them, the result of super-resolution image 






= , then: 
 
2 2minMAPY arg X BY b DY = − +             (10) 
 
Among them, b represents the regularization 
parameter. B describes the low-resolution pixel matrix. 
There must be a necessary condition for minimization in 
the above formula. To this end, ||X − BY||2 + b||DY||2 sets the 
partial derivative of Y to 0. 
 
( )T T2 2 0B BY X bD+ + =                      (11) 
( )T T TPB B bD Y B X+ =                        (12) 
 
Among them, P describes the nonlinear high-pass 
filter operator. When reconstructing super-resolution 
images, it is necessary to use iteration to obtain the best 
solution because of the large amount of calculation [11]. 
Eq. (10) shows that the regularization parameter b 
affects the relative contribution value of ||X − BY||2 + 
b||DY||2 and ||DY||2 during the solution, and the distortion 
level and smoothing level effective for reconstruction have 
an impact [12]. This method adopts the iterative process to 
update b to obtain the reconstructed image. The newly 
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acquired reconstructed image will be used in the 
subsequent iteration of b. The regularization parameter is 
invalid if it is lower than 0, so its value must be greater than 
0. If the value ||X − BY||2 is large the value of b and ||X − 
BY||2 must have a proportional relationship. Because P 
represents a high-pass filter operator, ||DY||2 is larger, and 
the edge and contour of a single image of the IoTs 
surveillance video. Therefore, b must be inversely 
correlated with ||DY||2. In summary, the method for solving 












 = ∗ +
 + 
                  (13) 
 
Among them, the regularization parameter of the h + 
1 iteration and the reconstructed image of IoTs surveillance 
video obtained by iteration are sequentially set to bh+1 and 
Yh. s belongs to a very small number, which can guarantee 
that the denominator value is not equal to 0. μ represents 
the convergence correction factor. When iteratively solving, 
the algorithm obtains regularization parameters, updates 
the reconstructed image using the following formula, and 
sets the number of iterations until the end of the iteration. 
 
( )T T T1 1h h h hY Y B X B B b D D Y+ + = + − +           (14) 
 
Among them, T represents the transpose parameter. 
The improved algorithm steps are as follows. After 
obtaining the initial estimation image of the high-
resolution reconstruction by the surveillance video of IoTs 
through the convex set projection, it is reconstructed by the 
MAP method. The detailed process is as follows. 
(1) The single low-resolution image is converted into a 
corresponding high-resolution image by interpolation and 
enlargement [13]. 
(2) Perform pre-processing on high-resolution image 
contours. This pre-processing is to overcome the 
disadvantages of image contour blur [2]. 
(3) After obtaining the outline information of a single low-
resolution image through the canny edge algorithm, it is 
interpolated, enlarged, and placed in the corresponding 
high-resolution image. 
(4) Through multiple iterations of the convex set projection 
method, a set of non-finely reconstructed IoTs surveillance 
video images can be obtained [15]. 
(5) This paper adopts MAP algorithm to achieve fine image 
reconstruction of Internet of Things surveillance video [16]. 
 
2.2 Single Image-Defogging Algorithm 
 
Drawing on fuzzy set theory, a single image defogging 
algorithm based on fuzzy set classification is used to 
achieve defogging of single high-resolution images of IoTs 
surveillance video [17]. 
The process of defogging algorithm is as follows. 
(1) The fuzzy set principle is used to classify the sky part 
and the non-sky part in a single high-resolution image of 
the IoTs surveillance video. The atmospheric light intensity 
G of the non-sky part is calculated using the dark channel 
principle [18]. 
(2) Atmospheric light curtain U(i, j) is estimated and 
removed by the bilateral filtering method, to realize the 
single-resolution defogging of the high-resolution images 
of IoTs surveillance video. The calculation speed of this 
method is fast, i and j represent pixels. 
 
2.2.1 Calculation of Atmospheric Light Intensity Based on 
Fuzzy Classification 
 
If the atmospheric light intensity G is calculated 
directly from the highest pixel value, a high amount of 
noise or white objects will have undesirable interference 
with its calculation accuracy [19]. To this end, this paper 
uses the fuzzy set partition mode to divide the single image 
of IoTs surveillance video into the sky part and the non-sky 
part, and calculates the atmospheric light intensity G of the 
non-sky part with high precision through the dark channel. 
(1) Image area division 
The sky part has the properties of high brightness and 
balanced grayscale. In the IoTs surveillance video image, 
the average values of the chroma K, saturation R, and 
brightness L of the sky part are large, but the standard 
deviation is not large [20]. Therefore, the sub-picture 
feature vector YKRL of a single image of IoTs surveillance 
video is mainly obtained through the mean and standard 
deviation of K, R, and L. Then: 
 
( )T, , , , , KRL K R L K R LY F F F R R R=                (15) 
 
Among them, FK, FR and FL represent the average 
value of K, R, L. RK, RR and RL represents the standard 
deviation of K, R, L. 
After obtaining the sub-picture feature vectors of a 
single image of IoTs surveillance video, all sub-pictures are 
divided into a sky part and a non-sky part through a fuzzy 
classification algorithm [21]. The algorithm steps are as 
follows. 
Step 1: the single high-resolution image of IoTs 
surveillance video is divided into 50 × 50 sub-pictures, 
where the sub-pictures are described as Q1, Q2, …, Qn. 
Step 2: the feature vector of each subgraph is 
calculated as follows. 
Step 3: we set the iteration end threshold θ  and the 
maximum number of iterations Z. The equally divided M 
samples are set as the initial classification samples, and the 
clustering matrix is calculated in each cluster of the sky 
part and the non-sky part of the classification sample U(0). 
Step 4: If after step h − 1 iteration, the fuzzy 
membership matrix V(h−1), sky part and non-sky part 
clustering matrix U(j−1), of each high-resolution image 
sample have been obtained, then step h iteration. After that, 
the fuzzy membership matrix of the single high-resolution 
image sample of the surveillance video of IoTs is as follows. 
 
( )












∑              (16) 
 
Step 5: Import the fuzzy membership matrix V(h) of 
the sample, then the clustering matrix of each class in the 
sky part and the non-sky part after iteration in step h is as 
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follows. 
 





U h V h i / V h
= =
   
=    
   
∑ ∑           (17) 
 
The clustering center matrix Ui(h) is calculated and a 
reasonable matrix norm is used to compare V(h−1), with 
V(h). If ||V(h) – V(h – 1)|| < θ, the iteration ends, otherwise 
set h = h + 1 and jump to step 4. 
Step 6: Output the classification results of the sky part 
and non-sky part of the IoTs surveillance video image. 
(2) Calculation of atmospheric light intensity 
Using the dark channel a priori theory, the atmospheric 
light intensity G of the non-sky part of the sub-image is 
calculated, which can overcome the adverse interference of 
high-level noise or high-luminance scenes on the 
atmospheric light intensity calculation [22]. 
Using the dark channel a priori theory, we can know 
that the dark channel diagram of a single image of the IoTs 
surveillance video is as follows. 
 
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
, , , , 
, min min , e
i j i j i j i j
O i j O i j
ϖ ϖ∈ ∈
 =  
 
           (18) 
 
Among them, the square interval around the pixel 
point (i, j) is set as ( ) ( ),  , ei j O i jϖ  represents the O(i, j) 
three primary color channels of red, yellow and blue. 
In the dark channel diagram of a single image of IoTs 
monitoring video, the average pixel intensity value of the 
original image corresponding to the maximum pixel 
brightness is the atmospheric light intensity value [23]. 
 
2.2.2 Calculation of Atmospheric Dissipation Function 
 
Atmospheric dissipation function U(i, j) has two 
constraints: 
(1) The value U(i, j) is not less than 0, then the 
dissipation function is non-negative. 
(2) ( ) ( ), U i j iζ≤  , then the value of the dissipation 
function is lower than the lowest value ( )iζ  of the color 
component of the defogging image. Because of the fog and 
haze weather, as the distance from the scene to IoTs 
surveillance video equipment becomes larger, the 
interference of ambient light on imaging has an increasing 
trend. The IoTs surveillance video image has a high degree 
of fog, and the brightness of the image has an increasing 
trend. 




( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
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In the formula, the Gaussian function is set to gs(i, j), 
which is able to describe the neighboring value of space. gr 
describes the Gaussian function in the range of values, 
which can describe the gray similarity value. ρ describes 
the strength factor. 
Considering that there is a certain degree of similarity 
among the single pixels, in order to set the weight of the 
filter, the pixels with a smaller distance from the center 
pixel and a lower grayscale difference are set with a larger 
weight. Pixels with a smaller distance from the center pixel 
and a larger grayscale difference will be set with a smaller 
weight [23]. The detailed calculation process is: 
Step 1: Set the dark image O(i, j). If the grayscale 
image is ζ(i, j), then: 
 
( ) ( ), , O i j i jζ=                              (20) 
 
and, ( )
( ) ( )
( )
, , 
, min , 
i j i j





Step 2: Calculate the local mean and local standard 
deviation of the dark image O(i, j). 
Step 3: Calculate the atmospheric dissipation function. 
Step 4: If the atmospheric dissipation function meets 
the constraint ( ) ( )0 , , U i j O i j≤ ≤ , then set it to: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )( ), min , , , , 0U i j max O i j O i jσ=          (21) 
 
In the formula, σ describes the adjustment coefficient 
that can improve the image authenticity. 
Step 5: the atmospheric light intensity G is used to 
calculate and optimize the transmission image, then 
optimize the field depth of the IoTs surveillance video 
image, and in actual application, even in sunny and foggy 
weather, the IoTs surveillance video will also be interfered 
by atmospheric particles. If all the fog is removed, it will 
reduce the authenticity of the image, so use the adjustment 
coefficient σ to retain a small amount of fog and optimize 
the image authenticity [24]. Therefore the projection is set 
to the following relationship. 
 






σ= −                            (22) 
 
Step 6: In order to avoid k(i, j) that the value of 0 is too 
close to 0, which sets the lower limit k0, so the single image 
of the IoTs surveillance video after defogging is: 
 




max , , 
i j G
i j G








In order to test the effectiveness of the algorithm of this 
paper on the single image defogging of IoTs monitoring 
video, a simulation experiment environment is established 
by MATLAB R2019 software in Windows10 system. In the 
standard test image of the SIPI image database, select the 
IoTs surveillance video image of a certain traffic trunk. The 
IoTs surveillance video image is used for security in a 
community. In addition, the two IoTs surveillance video 
images have fogging phenomenon. We can see Fig. 1 and 
Fig. 2 for details. The single image of IoTs surveillance 
video processed by the algorithm in this paper is shown in 
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 
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Figure 1 Video image of Internet of things monitoring of a traffic trunk Line 
 
 












Figure 5 Defogging effect of adaptive image defogging algorithm based on 
mean unequal relation optimization 
 
It can be seen intuitively from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 that 
after the algorithm processing in this paper, the clarity of 
the two surveillance video images of IoTs can be improved 
and the effect of defogging is better. In order to highlight 
the advantages of the defogging performance of the 
algorithm in this paper, an adaptive image defogging 
algorithm based on the optimization of the mean inequality 
relationship, an image defogging algorithm combining 
convolutional neural network and dynamic ambient light is 
also used to defog Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The defogging effect 
diagram is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 
 
 
Figure 6 Image defogging effect combined with convolution neural network and 
dynamic ambient light 
 
It can be seen from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 that the adaptive 
image defogging algorithm optimized based on the 
inequality of the mean value, the image defogging 
algorithm combined with the convolutional neural network 
and the dynamic ambient light have poor defogging effect 
on the traffic monitoring video images and security 
monitoring images. Compared with the algorithm in this 
paper, the gap is significant. The mean value unequal 
relationship optimization-defogging algorithm teaches it to 
monitor the video image after defogging, the image color 
is distorted, and the car license number in the two images 
is blurred. After defogging combined with convolutional 
neural network and dynamic ambient light, the image 
exposure is higher [25]. In contrast, the algorithm in this 
paper has the best defogging effect. 
The above test results are all based on visual analysis 
of the defogging effect of the algorithm of this article on 
IoTs monitoring video image. In order to accurately 
analyze the use effect of the algorithm in this paper, from 
the perspective of numerical verification, the three signals 
are tested by the peak signal-to-noise ratio and structural 
similarity index to test the defogging effect of the IoTs 
surveillance video image. IoTs monitoring video images 
are divided into traffic monitoring images, security 
monitoring images, agricultural monitoring images, home 
monitoring images, fire-monitoring images, hospital 
monitoring images, campus-monitoring images. The peak 
signal-to-noise ratio and structural similarity index of 
several IoTs surveillance video images after the three 
algorithms are defogged and are shown in Tab. 1 and Tab. 
2. 
It can be seen from the analysis of Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 
that this paper adopts three algorithms to defog the 7 kinds 
of Internet of Things surveillance video images, and the 
image signal-to-noise ratio of the image after defogging is 
the largest, and the maximum value is as high as 40.99 dB. 
The other two algorithms have similar image structure 
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index after defogging. It can be proved that the algorithm 
of this paper has the best effect on defogging different 
types of Internet of Things surveillance video images. 
This paper tests the time complexity of three 
algorithms for demisting 7 kinds of IoTs surveillance 
videos. 7 Internet of things monitoring includes traffic 
monitoring images, security monitoring images, 
agricultural monitoring images, home monitoring images, 
fire monitoring images, hospital monitoring images, 
campus monitoring images. The test results are shown in 
Tab. 3. The greater the signal-to-noise ratio, the less 
distortion the image has after defogging. The signal-to-
noise ratio of the other two algorithms after defogging is 
lower than 40.00 dB. The similarity index of the image 
structure after defogging in this algorithm is closest to 1. 
Then there is no loss in the image structure of the algorithm 
after defogging. 
 
Table 1 Comparison results of peak signal-to-noise ratio of monitoring video images after demisting with three algorithms/ unit DB 
Types of Internet of things monitoring 
video images 
Algorithm in this 
paper 
Adaptive image defogging algorithm based 
on mean unequal relation optimization 
Image defogging algorithm based on 
convolution neural network and dynamic 
ambient light 
Traffic monitoring image 40.56 35.33 37.11 
Security monitoring image 40.33 35.22 37.09 
Agricultural monitoring image 40.56 35.33 37.45 
Home monitoring image 40.34 35.33 37.34 
Fire monitoring image 40.32 35.59 37.45 
Hospital monitoring image 40.33 35.21 37.43 
Campus monitoring image 40.99 35.23 37.56 
 
Table 2 Comparison results of structure similarity index of monitoring video images after demisting by three algorithms/ unit DB 
Types of Internet of things monitoring 
video images 
Algorithm in this 
paper 
Adaptive image defogging algorithm based 
on mean unequal relation optimization 
Image defogging algorithm based on 
convolution neural network and dynamic 
ambient light 
Traffic monitoring image 0.9987 0.9123 0.8823 
Security monitoring image 0.9978 0.9212 0.8799 
Agricultural monitoring image 0.9978 0.9188 0.8789 
Home monitoring image 0.9987 0.9123 0.8788 
Fire monitoring image 0.9978 0.9142 0.8789 
Hospital monitoring image 0.9978 0.9212 0.8788 
Campus monitoring image 0.9983 0.9188 37.56 
Table 3 Comparison results of time complexity of three algorithms / unit s 
Types of Internet of things monitoring 
video images 
Algorithm in this 
paper 
Adaptive image defogging algorithm based 
on mean unequal relation optimization 
Image defogging algorithm based on 
convolution neural network and dynamic 
ambient light 
Traffic monitoring image 2.34 6.56 9.43 
Security monitoring image 2.22 6.68 9.56 
Agricultural monitoring image 2.19 6.76 9.66 
Home monitoring image 2.22 6.56 9.56 
Fire monitoring image 2.19 6.68 9.43 
Hospital monitoring image 2.19 6.56 9.56 
Campus monitoring image 2.21 6.68 9.66 
Mean value 2.22 6.64 9.55 
Table 4 Comparison results of effective detail intensity of image after demisting by three algorithms 
IOTs monitoring video 
type 
Algorithm in this paper 
Adaptive image defogging algorithm 
based on mean unequal relation 
optimization 
Image defogging algorithm based on 





























Traffic monitoring image 0.3432 0.4024 0.3535 0.2923 0.3013 0.2023 0.3123 0.3234 0.1923 
Security monitoring 
image 0.3643 0.4024 0.3566 0.2999 0.3022 0.2034 0.3022 0.3233 0.1924 
Campus monitoring 
image 0.3746 0.4011 0.3589 0.2983 0.3232 0.2932 0.3024 0.3234 0.1922 
Agricultural monitoring 
image 0.3746 0.4011 0.3567 0.2901 0.3092 0.2834 0.3024 0.3235 0.1902 
Fire monitoring image 0.3777 0.4013 0.3564 0.2912 0.3213 0.2374 0.3033 0.3233 0.1924 
The results in the table show that the time-consuming 
average value of the algorithm in this paper for de-fogging 
7 kinds of Internet of Things surveillance video images is 
only 2.22 s, and the average time-consuming value of the 
two comparison algorithms is 4.42 s and 7.33 s more than 
the algorithm in this paper. In this paper, the algorithm has 
the lowest time complexity and the highest defogging 
efficiency. 
The three algorithms are used in order to defrost the 
traffic monitoring images, security monitoring images, 
campus monitoring images, agricultural monitoring 
images, and fire monitoring images (outdoor) in the 
environment where the haze concentration level is 1, 2, and 
3. Test the effective detail intensity of the image after the 
three algorithms defog. The test results are shown in Tab. 
4. 
The test results in the table show that the algorithm of 
this paper has the lowest effective detail intensity of the 
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image after defogging traffic monitoring images, security 
monitoring images, campus monitoring images, 
agricultural monitoring images, fire monitoring images 
(outdoors) of different smog concentration pollution levels. 
The values are 0.3432, 0.4011, and 0.3535 in turn. The 
other two algorithms defog several IoTs surveillance video 
images under different levels of smog concentration 
pollution. The maximum effective detail intensity of the 
image is lower than the minimum value of the algorithm in 
this paper. It is verified from this that the algorithm of this 
paper improves the anti-interference performance of the 




Combined with the research content of this article, the 
discussion on the needs of IoTs for the development of 
monitoring systems is implemented. This article believes 
that if the camera is imagined as an adult's eye, then IoTs 
monitoring device is the human brain, and video 
monitoring is an indispensable step in IoTs perception s 
eyes. However, there are many data in IoTs monitoring 
equipment. If the monitoring data processing is 
implemented only in a manual manner, there is a drawback 
of low working efficiency. Therefore, at this moment, it is 
necessary to develop an intelligent and real-time defogging 
algorithm for real-time IoTs surveillance video images to 
improve the quality of IoTs surveillance video images. This 
paper proposes a MAP-based real-time defogging 
algorithm for IoTs surveillance video single images, which 
meets this need and can be used as an effective algorithm 





This paper focuses on the issue of optimizing the single 
image quality of IoTs surveillance video, proposes a MAP-
based real-time defogging algorithm for IoTs surveillance 
video single image, and verifies its effectiveness through 
experiments. The detailed verification results are as 
follows: 
(1) From a visual point of view, after the algorithm in this 
paper is processed, the clarity of the IoTs surveillance 
video image of a certain traffic trunk line and the IoTs 
surveillance video of a certain community for security can 
be improved. Its advantage is that the defogging effect is 
better. 
(2) After three algorithms to defog 7 experimental IoTs 
surveillance video images, the algorithm has the largest 
signal-to-noise ratio after defogging, and the maximum 
value is as high as 40.99 dB. The similarity index of the 
image structure after defogging in this paper is closest to 1. 
Its advantage is that there is no loss in the image structure 
after defogging in this algorithm. 
(3) The time-consuming average value of the algorithm for 
the de-fogging of 7 experimental IoTs monitoring video 
images is only 2.22 s. Its advantage has the lowest time 
complexity and can realize real-time de-fog. 
(4) The algorithm of this paper under different levels of 
smog concentration pollution, after removing fog from 
traffic monitoring images, security monitoring images, 
campus monitoring images, agricultural monitoring 
images, fire monitoring images (outdoors), the minimum 
value of image effective detail intensity is 0.3432, 0.4011, 
0.3535. The application in this paper not only has a positive 
effect on the image defogging work, but also improves the 
anti-interference performance of the defogging work, and 
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